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The Main Thing
As we ABIDE... Our whole goal is to look more like Jesus.  Its going to take discipline!

Psalm 119:105 Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.
Our Scripture Focus

I Timothy 4:7      Psalm 1:1-2       2 Timothy 3:16
Questions & Facts For Discussion
Take an honesty INVENTORY in your group...  Ask some of these questions... 

• Do I cherish the Word of God?...             Is my life governed by it?

• Do I find yourself asking - consciously - how the Bible speaks to specific areas of my life?

• Do I ask others, maybe those in leadership, JG leaders, those who might be more 
mature, for help to apply the Word in particular situations?

• Is it my practice to turn the pages of the Word of God in search for the Will of God?

When was the last time your life was altered by the Word of God?
• Your life collided with the truth of God’s word?  Couldn’t get out of the way!
• Give a practical example (JG - Share from the heart first!)

The Bottom Line
Joshua 1:8 says, “This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you 
shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do according to all 
that is written in it. For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will 
have good success” 

Talk about how your discipline of Hearing, Reading, Studying & Memorizing works. 
- Share with one another as a group the way this looks in each other’s lives.

Resources for looking in the Word for answers to share with the group...
www.everyperson.com         www.gotquestions.org          www.carm.org

Where We Go From Here
REMEMBER the challenge...  

Make TIME.
READ the Bible regularly and don’t close it until you know at least one thing God 
would have you do in response to what you read.
List FIVE areas that you will consider from a Biblical perspective.  Then search the 
scripture and prayerfully consider  one area each day for the next five days.
Train yourself to ask, “How does the Bible SPEAK to this?”

Talking With God This Week
God, help me to make the time to be in Your Word this week.  
Give me the insight through Your Holy Spirit, and the courage
to dive into those 5 areas in my life based on Your truths!
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